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ax Code Ø min (mm) Ø max (mm) Air passage (cm3)

UNI02-6428PB 80 125 47

UNI02-6427PB 120 160 51

WHITE ALUMINUM UNIVERSAL GRILL

Code Description Dimension (mm) Weight Pkg. / Pallet

UNI02-6428PB White Aluminum universal round grill ø 150 inlet from 80 to 125 0,075 kg/pc. 25 pcs. / 2.500 pcs.

UNI02-6427PB White Aluminum universal round grill ø 180 inlet from 120 to 160 0,084 kg/pc. 25 pcs. / 1.925 pcs.

MATERIAL

2. USE

Specification Description Unity Price

Dak.O.UNI02.642xPB

Supply and installation of aluminum universal round grill, equipped with anti-insects mesh. 
Airflow stated on the outer side. 
Packed in blister with barcode.
Made of aluminum, white prepainted, it is particularly resistant to ageing caused by exposure to the atmospheric elements.
It guarantees the air circulation between the internal and external environments, reducing the condensation and the formation of 
mold.

Dak.O.UNI02.6428PB ø 150 mm - inlet from 80 to 125 mm.................................................................................................................................................. pc. -
Dak.O.UNI02.6427PB ø 180 mm - inlet from 120 to 160 mm............................................................................................................................................... pc. -

Made of aluminum, white prepainted, it is particularly resistant to ageing caused by exposure to the atmospheric elements.
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It guarantees the air circulation between the internal and external environments, reducing the condensation and the formation of mold.
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